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Remove DRM from Protected Movies Purchased or Rented on iTunes 12
Posted by Dan Miners on 22/10/2014 11:15:09 AM.

Along with the official release of Mac OS X 10.10 Yosemite on October 16, the redesigned iTunes 12 has been finally made available for
downloading and upgrading on computers with a couple of new features covered. At the same time, TunesKit Studio, the top‐leading DRM
removal solution provider, made the statement that the latest version of their featured iTunes DRM removal product ‐ TunesKit iTunes DRM
Remover for Mac is well‐compatible with iTunes 12 and OS X Yosemite as expected.

In fact, as a professional DRM software developer who takes customers' requirements as the top priority, TunesKit team has started the
project of removing DRM from protected iTunes movies on iTunes 12 back in July when the new iTunes beta was firstly introduced. After a
series of repeated tests, TunesKit iTunes DRM Remover has been proved to work fine on iTunes 12 with Mac OS X 10.10.

Therefore, the existing TunesKit users who are about to upgrade to iTunes 12 or have already installed the latest iTunes 12 on Mac don't
need to worry about the compatibility issue between TunesKit iTunes DRM Remover for Mac and the newest iTunes 12 at all in removing
DRM protection from iTunes movie purchases and rentals. With the latest version of TunesKit for Mac, any iTunes movie or TV episode
downloaded from iTunes 12 can easily be converted to MP4 format without DRM restriction on it.

The process to use TunesKit to remove DRM from protected movies on iTunes 12 and OS X Yosemite is simple enough in 3 steps only. Once
the application is launched successfully, the user could choose to import the movies either with "Add Files" button on the program or with
"Dragging & Dropping" function supported by TunesKit. Then the user will be required to choose output path, audio tracks and subtitles
before conversion starts. When all the settings are adjusted OK, the conversion would be immediately enabled by clicking "Convert"
button.

Up to now, TunesKit for Mac is expected to work stably on Mac OS X 10.10, 10.9, 10.8 and the latest iTunes 12.

More About TunesKit iTunes DRM Remover for Mac
TunesKit iTunes DRM Remover for Mac, also known as FairPlay DRM Cracker as well as iTunes DRM Video Converter, is the world's #1
home editon DRM removal software for iTunes to bypass FairPlay DRM restriction from movies rented or purchased from iTunes Store by
converting the DRM'd video files to unprotected MP4. As an outstanding yet different iTunes DRM Video Converter, TunesKit is able to
preserve nearly 100% original video quality, 5.1 surround audio tracks and subtitles after conversion.
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